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摘要 

未來，高速分組交換網絡將取代早期的電話線路交換網絡，而成爲新一代的通訊 

標準中介體。從統計學的角度來說，由於分組交換網絡佔有資源共享的好處，所 

以她可以擁有更高的線路頻寬的使用率。這也使得我們可以利用她來實現一個不 

僅能夠傳送資料，同時也能夠提供不同型態如即時多媒體應用等等的服務的電腦 

網絡。在不久的將來，我們很可能只需要一個積體服務網絡，就可以提供如電話 

會議，遙距教學，電子郵件，傳真電報以及即時多媒體等等的服務。然而另一方 

面，線路的傳輸速率以及使用者的人口都有戲劇性的增長。這一切因素將使得如 

何控制這樣的積體服務網絡成爲一個極富挑戰性的任務。 

其中一個近幾年來相當熱門的題材是，如何在網絡中提供不同的連接以公平的服 

務。爲這，文獻上出現了許多不同的，甚至是相矛盾的方案。非常有趣的是，有 

許多方案都不約而同的提出了一個非常重要的網絡設計槪念，那就是交通流程的 

演算法。流程演算法主要的功能是決定在交換網絡中，服務來自於不同連接的分 

組的次序。不同於從前的是，流程演算法不單是要爲各別連接找到一個無沖撞的 

通道，而且也必須提供有保證的資源分配，以及提供可預測的終端對終端的延遲 

和延遲變動的上限。 

這份論文主要的貢獻是在於，我們提出了一個命名爲期限依序平行反復配對的平 

行演算法。這個演算法主要應用在輸入端緩沖型交換機，除了讓我們可以找到無 

沖撞的輸入輸出配對之外，也可以提供公平的服務次序給於所有的資訊流動。我 

們將展示我們的演算法比起其前身，平行反復配對演算法，更具有數項優點。比 

如，從模擬實驗中我們可觀察出，分組所經歷的最大延遲變小了。這是因爲每個 

連接所分配到的服務是與其所預訂的頻寬是相關的。同時，我們的演算法也保護 

了行爲良好的連接，以避免它們受到行爲不良的連接拖累。最後，我們還提出了 

一個結合了期限依序平行反復配對演算法以及靜態流程排定的演算法，以使得輸 

入端緩沖形態交換機能提供使用頻寬的保證。我們也展示了利用這個方案，交換 

機將可以在達致高使用率的同時，提供個別資訊流動所需求的服務品質。 
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Abstract 

High-speed packet networks are becoming a standard medium of communication, 

replacing earlier schemes based on the telephone-type circuit-switched networks. 

Due to statistical multiplexing gain, packet-switching networks enjoy a high 

utilization of the link bandwidth. This enables us to build computer networks 

that not only transmit data, but also provide many different types of services 

like real-time multimedia applications. In the coming future, it is likely that a 

single integrated-services network will be used by different applications such as 

teleconferencing, distance education,e-mail, FAX and real-time multimedia. On 

the other hand, increase in link speed and number of users are dramatic. All 

these factors make the control of such integrated-services network a challenging 

task. 

Specifically, providing fair services among different connections in networks 

have been a hot topic during the last several years. Many different, and some-

times conflicting approaches have been proposed in the literature. It is interest-

ing to observe that many approaches require a correct design of a key network 

component—trajfic scheduling algorithm. The main function of a scheduling 

algorithm is to determine the service order of packets that offered by an appli-

cation in a switching network. Unlike the past ones, scheduling algorithms now 
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not only need to find a conflict-free of network connections, but also need to 

provide guaranteed allocation of network resources and give predictable bounds 

on end-to-end delays and/or delay variation. 

In this thesis, our major contribution is a parallel algorithm, called DeadLine-

ordered Parallel Iterative Matching (DLPIM), for finding conflict-free bipartite 

match and providing fair service order among flows in input-buffered switch. 

We show that our algorithm has several advantages over its previous version, 

the Parallel Iterative Matching (PIM). From our simulations, we illustrate that 

the maximum delay experienced by packets under our algorithm is smaller. The 

service delivered to each connections follows its bandwidth reservation. Our 

algorithm provides protection for well-behaved connections against mis-behaved 

flows. Finally, we suggest a scheme that is an incorporation of DLPIM with static 

scheduling algorithm to provide bandwidth guarantee in input-buffered switch. 

We demonstrate how our suggested scheme benefits the switch by guaranteeing 

individual flows their specified Quality-of-service (QoS) and at the same time, 

achieving a high system utilization. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In the last decade, the developments of the telecommunication network is very 

fast. Because of the technological advanced, modern broadband digital net-

works can deliver large amount of data in much faster way. Switching speed and 

bandwidth capacity of telecommunication network have grown rapidly, following 

a linear or an exponentially curve. In the future, most of the communication 

networks will be operated over high-speed mediums and be run from several 

hundred Mbps to tens of Gbps. With such high speed and capacity, different 

kinds of applications can be supported. The introduction of Broadband Inte-

grated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) suggests that future networks not 

only need to support traditional telephone traffic and data communication, but 

also provide new types of multimedia services like Video-On-Demand(VOD), 

Video-Conference(VCF). In order to satisfy these services' requirements, max-

imizing bandwidth utilization and providing performance guarantees are two 

important issues need to achieve in designing a network. 

When a network is set up, the bandwidth always exists no matter it is used 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

or not. The utilization of bandwidth benefits network providers in term of eco-

nomic sense. On the other hand, users always want to have services with quality. 

Instead of just providing a low average delay, end-to-end delay bounds and delay 

jitter bounds become more and more important in determining whether or not 

customers are getting their QoS requirements [1] [2]. Asynchronous Transfer 

Mode (ATM), having the feature of traffic multiplexing and providing diverse 

QoS guarantee, becomes the core technique in building B-ISDN. The key to 

the success of ATM network deployment lies in the design of large-scale ATM 

switches to cope with heterogeneous bandwidth constraints and diverse QoS 

conditions. However, ATM network is connection oriented; almost all of the 

control algorithms at the network level, including call admission, access control, 

flow control, and congestion control proposed in the literature, are based on this 

fundamental assumption. However, the packet switching proposed for many 

ATM switching architectures is actually performing datagram routing within 

the switch fabric. This inconsistency between networking and the underlying 

switching may lead to inconsequential network layer protocols. In order to pro-

vide a coherent network management paradigm, service order of packets becomes 

important. A good scheduling algorithm shall service packets in a way that high 

throughput and bandwidth guarantee can be achieved. Different algorithms have 

been developed to reach this goal. In this thesis, we will address this issue and 

propose a scheduling algorithm to solve the problem. The remainder of the 

thesis will discuss it in details. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Thesis Overview 

Here is the organization of this thesis: 

• Chapter 2 puts our work in context by describing background knowledge 

and related work. We will discuss the scheduling problems in a switch 

and their solutions. Specifically, we will focus on fair queueing concept 

in output-buffered switch and the Parallel Iterative Matching algorithm 

(PIM) employed in input-buffered switch. These two scheduling algorithms 

are fundamental building blocks in our work. 

• Chapter 3 presents the details of our algorithm - Deadline-ordered Parallel 

Iterative Matching (DLPIM). Also, in this chapter, we are going to show 

the improvement in delay bound of DLPIM over PIM through conducting 

simulations. 

• Chapter 4 shows how to incorporate DLPIM with a static algorithm to 

provide bandwidth guarantee to connections. 

• Chapter 5 concludes the findings in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

Background & Related work 

2.1 Scheduling problem in ATM switch 

ATM has been accepted by TU-T and will be likely to become the universal 

platform for developing new switching techniques for B-ISDN in the future. A 

number of ATM switch architectures have been proposed in the literature, and 

many of them have been implemented as commercial products. Throughout 

the thesis, we will place our focus on the type of switches that is internally non-

blocking. For internally non-blocking switching networks, since arrival of packets 

at the input ports is not cooperative, output contention will be resulted if more 

than one input port has packets destined for the same output. In each time slot, 

only one packet is allowed to transmit, those who lose in the contention resolution 

will either be discarded (loss system) or be stored in the buffer (lossless system). 

In a lossless system, we can place buffer either in the input side (input-buffered 

switch) or the output side (output-buffered switch). In order to schedule the 

transmission of packets stored, we need a mechanism to arrange the service order 
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Chapter 2 Background & Related work 

of packets. Many service disciplines have been proposed for both input-buffered 

switch ([3] [4] [5] [6]) and output-buffered switch ([7] [8] [9]). In this chapter, we 

will briefly describe the concept of scheduling algorithm used in output-buffered 

switch and input-buffered switch. 

2.2 Traffic Scheduling in output-buffered switch 

In an iV X TV output-buffered switch as shown in fig 2.1, packets destined for 

the same output are transmitted from their source ports to their destination 

ports simultaneously. This is done by providing multi-path inside the switch or 

operating the internally nonblocking switch at a speed that is a multiple of the 

external link rate. Since packets arrived simultaneously are stored at the output 

side of the switch, the scheduling task of output-buffered switch becomes the 

problem of allocating the whole outgoing capacity to all backlogged sessions in 

a fair and effective manner. Figure 2.2 shows a scheduling scenario of an output 

port. It is clear that the output port act like a TV x 1 server which serves a total 

of N connections. In each time slot, the switch will select a packet among all 

the backlogged ones and transmit it to the outgoing link. 

To tackle the scheduling task of output-buffered switch, many algorithms 

have been proposed. Some of them are work-conserving, while the others are 

non-work-conserving. With a working-conserving discipline, a server is never 

idle when there is at least one packet waiting for transmission. With a non-

work-conserving discipline, each packet is assigned, either explicitly or implicitly, 

an eligibility time. Even when the server is idle, if no packets are eligible, 

none will be transmitted. In particular, we will study the principles of Fluid 
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Chapter 2 Background & Related work 

1 1 

2 2 — _ 

* switch * 
• fabric • 
參 • 

N N 

Figure 2.1: A TV x TV output-buffered switch 

11 N [_ i_| packet belonging to input i 

Z ® 一 -

Figure 2.2: Scheduling of packet in the output port 

Flow Queueing (FFQ) scheduling algorithms and briefly describe the related 

algorithms. 

It is well-known that Fluid Flow Queueing (FFQ) or Generalized Process 

sharing (GPS) is fair in single server system because it allocates the whole ca-

pacity of the link to all backlogged connections. FFQ serves each connection 

proportional to its minimum rate (bandwidth) requirements. This algorithm is 

based on the ideal fluid-flow model, where we assume the server can serve all 

backlogged connections instantaneously and simultaneously. FFQ is a general 
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Chapter 2 Background & Related work 

form of the head-of-line processor sharing service discipline (HOL-PS) [18]. With 

HOL-PS, there is a separate FIFO queue for each connection sharing the same 

link. During any time interval when there are exactly N non-empty queues, the 

server serves the N packets at the head of the queues simultaneously, each at 

a rate of one TV," of the link speed. Unlike HOL-PS that serves each link at 

the same rate, FFQ allows different connections to have different service shares. 

A FFQ is characterized by N positive real numbers, 4>I,(F)2” . . , each corre-

sponding to the bandwidth requirement of one queue. At any time r, the service 

rate for a non-empty queue i is exactly 

小i c 

where B{T) : the set of non-empty queues and C is the link speed. 

Therefore, FFQ serves the non-empty queues in proportion to their service 

shares. FFQ is impractical as it assumes that the server can serve all con-

nections with non-empty queues simultaneously and that the traffic is infinitely 

divisible. 

Although FFQ service principle is perfectly fair, this ideal fluid-flow model is 

not practical to implement. However, we can emulate the FFQ server and then 

schedule the backlogged packets in accordance with the packet behaviour of the 

emulated FFQ server. These emulation algorithms, also known as Deadline-

ordered service disciplines, like Virtual Clock [9], Fair Queueing (FQ) [7] and its 

Weighted version (WFQ) also called Packetized Generalized Processor Sharing 

(PGPS) [10], Self-Clocked Fair Queueing (SCFQ)[8] all use this similar sorted 

priority queueing mechanism to tackle the scheduling task. Under this mecha-

nism, a state variable associated with each connection to keep track and enforce 
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Chapter 2 Background & Related work 

its traffic. When a packet is arrived, the variable is updated according to the 

followings: 

• The bandwidth reservation made for the connection during setup time. 

• Traffic arrival history of this connection and/or other connection during 

transfer. 

By considering the above, each packet is stamped with the state variable for the 

connection to which it belongs. This stamped value is used as a priority index 

value which determine the order of service. Different algorithms have different 

ways of calculating or updating the virtual time variable. Some of them may 

need extra information, for example, WF^Q transmits packets according to their 

time stamp and the eligibility of packets. 

The reason of assigning time-stamp to packets in backlogged connections is 

that we can easily serve packets without violating the fairness bound of other 

backlogged connections. Different service disciplines use different names for the 

state variable. In virtual Clock, the state variable is called auxiliary Virtual 

Clock [auxVC) while in WFQ, WF^Q and SCFQ, we refer it as Virtual Finish 

time (F). In all cases, auxVC and F serve as a priority indices of packets. 

The calculation of the state variable for different algorithms is similar. We will 

describe them (Virtual Clock, WFQ and SCFQ) later in this chapter. 

WFQ and WF^ Q 

WFQ is a packet policy that try to approximate the same Fluid Fair Queue-

ing (FFQ) or Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) policy. In a more realistic 

system, the server can only serves one connection in a particular time. Before 
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Chapter 2 Background & Related work 

serving another packet, the transmission of previous one must be completed. 

Different disciplines use different approaches to approximate FFQ service in a 

packet system. The most well-known is the Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) 

'7], also known as Packetized Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS) [10]. In 

WFQ, the scheduler assigns the departure time of a packet in the emulated FFQ 

server at the time stamp of that packet. When the server is ready to transmit 

a packet, it will choose the first packet that would be completed its service in 

the corresponding FFQ system. In other words, the packet with the smallest 

time stamp will be transmitted. Thus, the service order of all the packets can 

be easily found. 

The state variable, the virtual finish time (F), in WFQ and WF^Q is calcu-

lated according to the following: 

Z/� 
F � ^ 1} + ^ (2.1) 

中j 

where j and k correspond to the connection number and packet number; 

V{t) is the system virtual time (a measurement of system progress) at time t] 

a � i s the arrival of k仇 packet on connection j ; 

L^ is the packet length in bits; 

小j is the bandwidth allocation of connection j . 

The virtual time function during any busy period [力i,亡2] is defined as follows: 

V{h) = 0 

� 1 Wf < d = ^ — Vti < r < t2 
dT ZjEBFPQir) (Pj 

with Bfpq(t) is the set of backlogged connections at time r under the reference 
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Chapter 2 Background & Related work 

FFQ system. Since in FFQ, when a connection j is backlogged at time r, the 

server will serve the connection at a rate of 

Although WFQ provides certain approximation of FFQ emulation, there are 

some drawbacks of the algorithm. In some situations, WFQ does not perform 

very well (figure 2.3). In order to achieve more accurate emulation of FFQ, 

WF^Q is introduced. Under WFQ scheme, at time r, the system will transmit 

the first packet that would complete service in FFQ system if no additional 

packets were to arrive after time r. While WFQ considers only the finish time 

of the packets, WF^Q uses both the start times and finish times of packets in 

the FFQ system. In WF^Q, we only choose to transmit packet that is in the 

set of packets that had started (and possibly finished) receiving service in the 

FFQ system at time r, and select the one that would complete service first in 

the corresponding FFQ system. We will now show an example to illustrate the 

unfairness of WFQ and the improvement of WF^Q over WFQ. 

Figure 2.3 shows the difference between WFQ and WF^Q. Here we assume 

the packet size is 1 and the link speed is also 1. The bandwidth allocation of 

each connection is shown in the figure. Connection 1 uses 50% of the link ca-

pacity, while connections 2 to 11 uses only 5%. In this example, connection 1 

sends 11 back-to-back packets at time 0 while the other 10 connections send only 

one packet at time 0. If the server is FFQ, the first 10 packets in connection 1 

will take 2 time units each to be transmitted. The last packet in connection 1 

will take only 1 time units. For packets of other connections, each will take 20 

time units. For the same arrival pattern, WFQ and WF^Q will give a different 

service order. The 10认 packet of connection 1 has the FFQ finish time equal 

to 20, the same as that of packets of the other connection. Under WFQ, as the 
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Figure 2.3: WFQ and WF^Q 

FFQ finish times of the first 10 packets on connection 1 are smaller than packets 

on the other connection, the server will serve 10 packets on connection 1 before 

serving packets from other connections. However, under WF^Q, at time 0, all 

packets at the head of the queues have started service in the emulated FFQ 

system. Since the first packet on connection 1 has the smallest finish time, it 

is selected and transmitted. At time 1, the second packet arrives in connection 

1. Although the packet of connection 1 has the smallest finish time, the packet 

has not started its service until time 2. So, it is not eligible for transmission at 

time 1. So, the server will then select a packet from the set of packets that have 

already started their service. In this case, this means the packets of connections 

2，…，11. Since all of them have the same finish time, the server will transmit 
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the packet of connection 2 assuming the tie-breaking rule of giving highest prior-

ity to the connection with smallest number. In time 2, the packet in connection 

1 becomes eligible and is transmitted because of its smallest finish time. The 

rest of the service order is shown in figure 2.3. 

Virtual Clock 

Although WFQ and WF^Q give an accurate approximation of a fair FFQ 

service, these emulations of a reference FFQ server is computationally expen-

sive. So, other service schemes are suggested. Among them, the most simplest 

one is Virtual Clock [9]. This discipline aims at emulating the Time division 

Multiplexing (TDM) system. Each packet is allocated a virtual transmission 

time, which is the time at which the packet would have been transmitted were 

the server actually doing TDM. Packets are transmitted in the increasing order 

of virtual transmission times. 

The Virtual Clock scheduler uses real time function to approach the virtual 

time function. That is, the scheduler assigns 

The state variable of Virtual Clock is called auxiliary Virtual Clock [auxVC). 

The k仇 packet from the backlogged session j is assigned a time stamp with a 

value equal to auxVC. The auxVC is calculated using: 

Ik 
auxVCf ^ max{a^,auxVCf} + (2.2) 

h 

Figure 2.4 gives a simple example to illustrate how Virtual Clock works. In 

the example, there are three connections sharing the same output link. All three 
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Figure 2.4: Virtual Clock scheduling 

connections specify their traffic characteristics and reserve resources accordingly. 

Connections 1 has an average packet inter-arrival time of 8 time units {p = 

connections 2 and 3 have an average packet inter-arrival time of 3 and 2 

time units respectively. In this example, the first packet of connection 1 is 

calculated by max (9, 0) + � .Here we assume all the packets are of the same 

size, and transmission of a packet takes one time unit. Hence, the bandwidth 

distribution of connections 1, 2 and 3 will be 12.5%, 33.33% and 50%. From 

figure 2.4, we can see the transmission pattern. Obviously, connections 1 and 

2 send packets at higher rates than reserved, while connection 3 sends packets 

according to the specified traffic pattern. The final line in the figure shows the 

service order of packets when the service discipline is FCFS. In this case, even 

though connection 3 reserves more resources, the misbehavior of connection 1 

and 2 affect its performance. 

The Virtual Clock algorithm assigns each packet a virtual transmission time 
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based on the arrival pattern and the reservation of the connection to which the 

packet belongs. The fourth line shows the service order of the packets under Vir-

tual Clock scheme. Notice that although connection 1 and 2 are sending packets 

at higher rates, the Virtual Clock algorithm ensures that each well-behaving 

connection (connection 3) gets good performance. 

Self-Clocked Fair Queueing 

The Virtual Clock service discipline is defined with reference to the static 

time system = > 0) and time stamp of sessions are independent 

of each other. As a result, if a connection has been sending more packets than 

specified, it may be punished by Virtual Clock, regardless whether such be-

haviour affects the performance of other connections. Consider the scenario 

given in figure 2.5. In the beginning, packets of connection 1 arrive every time 

slot while connection 2 is idle. At time slot 20, the value of auxiliary Virtual 

Clock [auxVCi) of connection 1 increases to 40. At time slot 20，packets of 

connection 2 arrives and the value of time stamp auccVC] assigned is 20 since 

auxVC2 is zero. In this situation, packets of connection 1 are backlogged by 

Virtual Clock until the auxVC2 of connection 2 increases up to 40. In this case, 

connection 1 is being punished by its misbehaviour in the past resulting in an 

unfair transmission. 

To approach WFQ more accurately and avoid the above unfairness, [8] pro-

posed a new emulation of WFQ called Self-Clocked Fair Queueing (SCFQ). 

Basically, the computation of time stamp under SCFQ is the same as Virtual 

Clock. Upon packet arrival, the scheduler assigns the time stamp F�accord ing 
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Figure 2.5: Unfair service order in Virtual Clock 

to: 

Ff — + ^ (2.3) 
'rj 

where Vi{t) is the value of time stamp of the last departed packet 

Unlike Virtual Clock, the time-stamp of that departed packet will be used as 

the new system virtual time. 

Figure 2.6 shows the service order of packet under SCFQ in the same situ-

ation shown earlier. By applying the new update rule, we eliminate the credit 

gained when a connection is idle. Compare figures 2.6 and 2.5, although connec-

tion 2 is idle in the beginning, the new arrived packets are assigned with time 

stamps 40, 4 2 , . … A s a result, the packet service order of SCFQ is different 

from that of Virtual Clock. SCFQ avoids the unfairness introduced by the idle 

of connection and provides a more fair service order than Virtual Clock. 
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Figure 2.6: Service order under Self-Clocked Fair Queueing (SCFQ) 

2.3 Traffic Scheduling in Input buffered Switch 

In the past, a lot of attention in designing scheduling algorithms has been drawn 

to the output-buffered switch. The reason is because output-buffered switch can 

achieve 100% throughput with a proper designed scheduling algorithm. These 

scheduling algorithms like WFQ allow effective bandwidth allocation among 

calls and at the same time maintain a high utilization of switch bandwidth. 

However, the price of achieving these is high, the internal speed of the switch 

has to be increased to N (number of input ports) times the transmission rate 

of the external lines. Also, the scheduling algorithms used are usually com-

putationally expensive. These two drawbacks of output-buffered switch limit 

its speed and scalability. On contrary, input-buffered switch with single First-

In-First-Out (FIFO) queues is good for its simplicity. However, input-buffered 
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switch suffers from the problem of Head-Of-Line (HOL) blocking. When mul-

tiple packets are destined for the same output, only one of them is switched to 

the output while losing packets must wait at the head of the queue for retry in 

the coming time slots. As a result, the losing packets will forbid any packets 

behind them even though the packets being blocked may be switched in that 

time slot. Due to this HOL blocking problem, the maximum throughput of the 

generic switch of size N is limited to 58.6% for TV 4 oo [11]. This limitation 

makes input-buffered switch unacceptable for practical purpose. 

Many techniques have been suggested to cope with the HOL blocking prob-

lem of the input-buffered switch. In the following, we will describe two funda-

mental methods to overcome this throughput limitation. 

1. Output Space Expansion: 

By allowing more than one packet (say L packets) to reach an output 

simultaneously[12], the throughput of a switch can be increased. Sev-

eral methods can be used to achieve simultaneous transmission of packets. 

We can speed up the internal switching fabric [13], or expand the output 

spaces by allocating multiple physical output ports to each logical output 

address[15], or by using multiple switching paths [14]. From [13], we can 

achieve 100% throughput in input-buffered switch if L > 8. 

2. Input look-ahead contention resolution[17]: 

This method intends to increase the switch's throughput by reducing HOL 

blocking effect (Figure 2.7). During each time slot, the input still transmit 

only one packet to output. However, the packet being transmitted may not 

necessarily be the first packet in the FIFO queue. Each input can transmit 
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Figure 2.7: (a) HOL blocking problem (b) Look-ahead scheme {w = 2) 

one packet among the first w packets (VF: window size) at the head of the 

FIFO queue. Simulation and analysis show that this relaxation of packet 

selection actually improve the switch throughput. The large the window 

size, the better the throughput. 

One of the most representative approach to scheduling in input-buffered 

switch is the Parallel Iterative Matching (PIM) [3]. It is well known that switch 

scheduling is simply an application of bipartite graph matching. During each 

time slot, Each output must be paired with at most one input that has a packet 

destined for that output. The main purpose of PIM is to find a maximal match-

ing 1 in input-buffered switch. PIM uses parallelism, randomness, and iteration 

to accomplish this efficiently. There are 3 phases in this algorithm, namely 

Request, Grant and Accept. The scheduler will iterate the following steps: 

lA Maximal matching is one for which pairings cannot be trivially added; each node is 
either matched or has no edge to an unmatched node. 

* 
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1. Request: 

Each unmatched input sends a request to every output for which it has a 

backlogged packet. This notifies an output of all its potential partners. 

2. Grant: 

If an unmatched output receives any requests, it chooses one randomly to 

grant. The output notifies each input whether its request was granted. 

3. Accept: 

If an input receives any grants, it chooses one to accept and notifies that 

output. 

Each of these steps occurs independently and in parallel at each input/output , 

there is no need of a centralized processor to do scheduling. At the end of each 

iteration, a legal matching of inputs to outputs is found. In PIM, more than 

one inputs can request an output and the grant phase will let the output choose 

one input among many. This ensures that an output will be paired up with at 

most one input. Similarly, in the accept phase, an input can accept an output 

among many grants ensuring it is paired up with at most one output. 

After one iteration, we may have unmatched inputs with packets destined 

for unmatched outputs. An output whose grant is not accept may be able to 

pair up with an input whose request is not granted. In order to fill these "gap", 

we repeat the request, grant and accept phases, retaining the match found in 

the previous iteration. By PIM, HOL blocking problem is eliminated and the 

scheduling task is achieved. 

Figure 2.8 illustrates one iteration of Parallel Iteration Matching. After this 

iteration, two connections have been set up and the match will be brought 
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Figure 2.8: Parallel Iterative Matching: One Iteration 

forward to next iteration. In the next iteration, only input 4 will request output 

4. The request will be granted by output 4. In the accept phase, the grant issued 

by output 4 will be accepted. A connection between input 4 and output 4 will 

be set up. In this simple example, we see that how PIM can find a maximal 

matching of connection bipartite graph. We can iterate the algorithm until no 

further pairings can be found or after a fixed number of iterations. Then the 

result is used to setup the crossbar for the next time slot. From [3], study shows 

that with 4 iterations, 100% throughput of the input-buffered switch is achieved. 

However, PIM only finds a matching in the connection bipartite graph and 

provides best-effort packet scheduling. The algorithm itself cannot provide fair 

or giiaranteecl service order to connections. Despite of this, PIM presents us with 

a good framework for tackling scheduling problem in input-buffered switch. The 

3-pliases coininuiiicatioiis of inputs and outputs gives a simple but also efficient 

protocol for performing matching between inputs and outputs. Much attention 

was drawn, and various modifications have been (ievised. The modifications are 

mostly (lone l)v changing the way of making decision in grant and accept phases. 

For instance, an alternative algorithm called Iterative Round Robin Matching 
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with slip (SLIP-IRRM) is proposed in [4]. SLIP-IRRM modifies the randomness 

of PIM. Instead of randomly grant a request and randomly accept a grant, It 

selects the packet to be transmitted through the use of round robin scheduler 

at each input and output port. Other derivatives of PIM include LRU and 

LQU [5, 16]. In the next chapter, we will present our enhancement to PIM. We 

adopt the fair queueing concept to PIM. We relinquish the use of random grants 

and accepts in the selection process and use fair queueing priority mechanism 

instead. By this modification, the resultant algorithm performs better and pro-

vides bandwidth guarantees to individual connections. We will elaborate the 

details of our algorithm in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

Deadline-ordered Parallel 

Iterative Matching (DLPIM) 

3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned previously,the ultimate goal of scheduling packets in high speed 

packet switches is to resolve the output conflicts of different packets. At the 

same time, the algorithm should achieve high throughput and distribute the 

switch bandwidth in a quick fair manner among different flows. We are going 

to achieve these requirements in our proposed algorithm and at the same time, 

make the algorithm simple and easily implemented. 

In this chapter, we will present the defined problem and the switch model 

used. Then we introduce our algorithm — the Deadline-ordered Parallel Itera-

tive Matching (DLPIM) — which performs packets scheduling in generic input-

buffered switches. Finally, simulation results of our algorithm are presented in 

the end of this chapter. 
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3.2 Switch model 

Consider d^ N x N internally non-blocking input-buffered switch, Figure 3.2. In-

side the switch, there are N input ports and N output ports, an internally non-

blocking switching fabric and a scheduler. Each input port contains some buffer 

to store arrived packets before they are transmitted. Traditionally, the switch 

employs First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queueing at each input port to buffer the 

backlogged packets. However, this scheduling policy limits the switch through-

put to about 58.6% because of the Head-Of-Line (HOL) blocking problem. 

1 1 

2 2 

• switch * 
• fabric • 
• 參 

N N 

Figure 3.1: An N x N input-buffered switch 

In order to increase the throughput of the switch, a special technique called 

Virtual Output Queueing (VOQ) is used to eliminate the HOL problem of input-

buffered switches. Under VOQ, each input port maintains N logical queues, each 

of which is dedicated for one of the N output ports. Instead of considering only 

one packet in the FIFO queue, packets destining for different output ports are 

considered simultaneously during scheduling. Using VOQ, the problem of HOL 

blocking is eliminated. 

The scheduler inside the switch is responsible for resolving conflicts among 
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packets destined for the same output port in different input ports. A good 

scheduler should be able to satisfy the performance guarantee to packets as 

specified in the setup time. Average delay, delay bound or other quantities 

can be used as measurement of performance. The scheduler is the unit where 

the scheduling algorithm is implemented. The decision made is then passed to 

the switching fabrics and the real connections among inputs and outputs are 

setup. The decision that made by the scheduler is what the main concern of our 

algorithm. 

3.3 Deadline-ordered Parallel Iterative Match-

ing (DLPIM) 

3 . 3 . 1 M o t i v a t i o n 

In the previous chapter, we have introduced the Parallel Iterative Matching 

(PIM) which is used to find a maximal matching of connections in input-buffered 

switch. There are three phases in PIM, namely Request, Grant and Accept 

phases. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 demonstrate the iterations of PIM in a particu-

lar time slot. In this example, there are six flows presented. The aggregate 

bandwidth allocation of each flow are listed as follows. 

Ao(l , l ) = | = i 
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where Xk {hj ) is the k^ flow from input i to output j 

After two iterations of PIM, a match pattern is found and packets can be 

transmitted according to the match pattern. However, from bandwidth alloca-

tion of flows, we see that the aggregate bandwidth A(0, 0) = Ao(0, 0) + Ai(0, 0) 

is much greater than the aggregate bandwidth of input 0 to output 1 A(0,1). 

Instead of randomly grant a request or randomly accept a grant, inputs and 

outputs should issue their grants or accepts such that the rate of transmission 

of packets in each ports can be guaranteed. This is especially important if we 

want to provide Quality-of-Service (QoS) guarantee in switches. 

I Q n r X l i , ,̂ , , 

- - … ① 丨 入 \ \ 
V ‘ • ‘ ‘ • ^ 1 飞n 

;1 I I I I I 

一 cmcni 丨 
Request Grant Accept 

Figure 3.2: PIM: Time slot 1，1st iteration 

n r n n r n i 
一 I L — LI ‘ “ — ~ I t~ — ~ I igM^̂ fĵ ^w^m 

1 I •w 戶 I I ^ ^^^H 
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\ J \ / \\ 

I Request Grant Accept 

Figure 3.3: PIM: Time slot 1，2nd iteration 
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3 . 3 . 2 A l g o r i t h m 

In the following, we will introduce a new scheduling algorithm that contributes 

the major part of this thesis. 

In this section, we will discuss the detail of the Deadline-ordered Parallel 

Iterative Matching (DLPIM). An example which makes use of the concept of 

Self-Clock Fair Queueing (SCFQ) will be presented to show the working principle 

of the DLPIM. 

As mentioned before, in Parallel Iterative Matching (PIM), when there are 

multiple grants or acceptances, the corresponding input port or output port 

chooses one randomly. This results in a loose delay bound of flows and increases 

the maximum packet delay. In order to overcome the problem of PIM, we will 

use some mechanisms to determine how outputs grant a request or inputs accept 

a grant. One way to realize this is to use a deadline-ordered scheme with PIM. 

In DLPIM, we preserve the concept of parallelism and iteration of the original 

PIM. Parallelism enables our algorithm to accomplish the scheduling task in a 

distributed manner. Each port does not require any interaction with other ports 

except the source or destination ports. Like PIM, each iteration of our algorithm 

consists of three phases: Request, Grant and Accept. At the beginning of each 

time slot, when new packets destined for certain output port j arrives at input 

port z, they are mapped to a logical flow queue Fk(i, j) according to the flow 

k they belong to and each packet is assigned with a two-dimensional service 

tag (Ji,k,Oj). Both service tags Ii,k and Oj are calculated by the deadline-

ordered scheme employed. Several schemes like VitualClock can be used in our 

algorithm. The time stamp Ii,k is calculated according to the virtual time of the 

input port while Oj is calculated from the virtual time of the output port. After 
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assigning the service tag, we begin our iterations. The following operations of 

the three phases will be repeated for a fixed number of times or there is no 

unmatched ports: 

Request: Every unmatched input port will request to every output port 

for which it has a unscheduled backlogged flow. During this phase, the 

input port should report which connections are backlogged to the destined 

output port. 

Grant: If an output receives any requests, the output port will select 

the request with minimum service tag Oj and notifies the corresponding 

input port. If there are several packets having same value, the output port 

chooses one randomly. 

Accept: If an input port receives only one grant, it will then choose 

the packet granted to transmit. On the other hand, if there are multiple 

grants, the input port will find the minimum service tag among all the 

granted connection and transmit the corresponding packet� 

The Grant phase, as well as the Accept phase, of our algorithm is different 

from that of the original PIM. To grant a request, the output port must compares 

the output service tags Oj of requesting backlogged connections. The output 

port will then grant the request which has a minimum output service tag Oj 

packet. 

Upon receiving multiple grants, our algorithm compares input service tags 

Ii,k of the granted connections. Again, input port will accept the grant which 

acknowledges the connection with minimum input service tag 
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3 . 3 . 3 A n e x a m p l e o f D L P I M 

In the following, we will present an example that employ our algorithm. In 

this example, we use Self-Clocked Fair Queueing (SCFQ) service discipline to 

calculate both input and output service tags. Consider a 2 x 2 input-buffered 

switch, there are six connections presented. The aggregate bandwidth allocation 

for each port is same as that in the example of PIM. Here we re-state bandwidth 

requirements for each flows. They are listed as follows. 

Ao(l,0) =全 Ao(l , l ) = | =臺 

Figure 3.4 and 3.5 show how our algorithm really works. The scenario is similar 

to the example showed in the beginning of this section. The scheduler still 

invokes 2 iterations in each time slot. Here we arbitrarily choose the value of 

virtual times of each switch port. The first phase of the first iteration is the 

same as that of the original PIM. All the input ports with backlogged packets 

will send the request signals to the destined output ports. During the grant 

phase, instead of randomly grant a request, each output port will compare the 

output service tag Oj of requesting packets and grant the packets with minimum 

service tag Oj. In the given example, both outputs 0 and 1 issue grants to input 

0. 

In the accept phase, upon receiving multiple grants from output ports, input 

port 0 compares the input service tags Ijs of the granted connection. The input 

port will accept the granted connection which has a minimum input service tag 

packet. In this example, input port 0 will accept the grant issued from output 

port 0. 
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Figure 3.4: DLPIM: Time slot 1, 1st iteration 
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Figure 3.5: DLPIM: Time slot 1, 2nd iteration 

In the second iteration, only input port 1 is unscheduled and it sends request 

to two output ports. Since only output port 1 is unmatched, it grants the 

request from input port 1. The input port 1 then accepts the grant and finishes 

the whole switching schedule for this time slot. After transmission of the packets, 

we update the system virtual time of both inputs and outputs. 

We can see that the scheduling patterns of our algorithm is different from 

that of the original PIM. The major reason is that during the grant phase, upon 

receiving multiple requests, the output port no longer randomly chooses one 

request to grant. The output now compares the output service tags associated 

with packets at the head of each backlogged flow queue. Based on these service 

tags, the output issues the grant to the request with minimum output service 

tag. Similarly, in the accept phase, the input port now accepts the grant which 
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belongs to the flow with minimum input service tag. By time stamp mechanism, 

packets are transmitted according to their assigned transmission deadlines and 

eligibility times. This results in a more systematic and deterministic way of 

transmission of packets. 

3.4 Simulation 

In this section, we estimate the performance of PIM and DLPIM by simulating 

a 4 X 4 switch under these two algorithms. A 4 x 4 switch with uses Bernoulli 

packets arrival process is used in our simulation. In both simulations, four 

iterations are used for scheduling packets in each time slot. Each input port is 

90% loaded with respect to the capacity of the port. For each input port, there 

is a flow destined for each output port. Our focus is on the packet delay bound 

of individual flow. We will compare the packet delay distribution of the flows 

under two algorithms. In the following, we focus on the delay of input port 0. 

In the first simulation, each input port has same traffic load to every output 

port in the switch. The connection matrix is shown as follows. 

0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225 

0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225 
A -

0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225 

0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225 

where \ij is the flow from input i to output j 

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the delay distribution of the transmitted packets. The 

maximum delay of the transmitted packets are recorded in table 3.1. Although 

both algorithms have similar performance which are in term of the average 
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packets delay ( DLPIM: 4.341067, PIM: 4.789768 ), the maximum packet delay 

for them are different. Under our algorithm, the maximum delay bound of the 

transmitted packets is smaller than that of PIM. When we compare the figures 

3.6 and 3.7, we can see that the tail probability of the packet delay for our 

algorithm is smaller than that of the original PIM. From table 3.1，the maximum 

packet delay under DLPIM is smaller than that of PIM. Thus, we can see that 

our algorithm have better control on the maximum packet delay bound than 

PIM. 

Input\ Output I 0 I 1 I 2 I 3 I Input\ Output | 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 . 
0 0 44 
1 24 22 1 一 41 4 3 — H 
2 29 2 46 39 
3 I 26 I 26 I 27 I 26 I 3 | 46 | 49 | 38 | 36 

a) b) 

Table 3.1: Max. packet delay under uniform load 0.9: a) DLPIM, b) PIM 
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Figure 3.6: Packet delay distribution using DLPIM under uniform load 0.9 
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In the second simulation, the connection matrix is changed and shown as 

follows. 

0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 

0.1 0.6 0.1 0.1 

A 二 

0.1 0.1 0.6 0.1 

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 

Now there is a main stream from input i to output i and the bandwidth allocation 

for the rest of the flow is much lower than the main one. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 

show the delay distribution of the transmitted packets, while table 3.2 shows 

that maximum packet delay under DLPIM and PIM correspondingly. 

From table 3.2, connections that have a high bandwidth allocation have 

smaller maximum delay under our new scheme. In PIM, the main stream packets 

experience very large delay fluctuation. This is easily seen from table 3.2 and 

figure 3.9. The variation in the packet delay reflects that PIM does not consider 

the bandwidth allocation of the connection. From the bandwidth requirement 

of flow Fo(0, 0), it is obvious that more packets will arrive in flow queue Fo(0, 0) 

and destined for output port 0. But due to the random grant and accept of 

PIM, more and more packets in flow queue Fo(0,0) are backlogged. This results 

in the queue up of packets in the flow 0 and thus large packet delay is resulted. 
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Input\ Output I 0 I 1 I 2 I 3 I Input\Output | 0 | 1 | 2 | 厂 

0 11 3 9 — H 0 — 150 3 厂 34 
1 44 11 43 46 1 — 44 3286 38 “ 35 
2 43 43 10 48 2 32 ~ "33~ 3944 — 39 
3 I 47 I 53 I 41 I 11 I 3 | 43 | 50 | 45 | 7 W 

a) b) 

Table 3.2: Max. packet delay under asymmetric load: a) DLPIM, b) PIM 
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Figure 3.8: Delay distribution using DLPIM under asymmetric load 
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Figure 3.9: Delay distribution using PIM under asymmetric load 

In our final simulation, we will simulate a situation that one connection 

session is misbehaved. A connection is misbehaved if the arrival rate of its 

packets is larger than the reserved rate specified in the setup time. The reserved 

bandwidth A of each connection and the corresponding arrival rate A/ used in 

the simulation are shown in the following matrix. 

0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225 0.34 0.22 0.22 0.22 

0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225 0.22 0.225 0.225 0.225 
A = A/ 二 

0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225 0.21 0.225 0.225 0.225 

0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225 0.21 0.225 0.225 0.225 

We can see that flow Fo(0, 0) is misbehaved, meaning that the packet arrival 

rate is greater than the reserved bandwidth of the flow. The delay distribution 

of the packets under two algorithms are shown in figures 3.10 and 3.11. The 

maximum packet delays of flows are listed in table 3.3. 
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The simulation results are similar to that of uniform traffic. The maximum 

packet delay using PIM is larger than that of DLPIM. Again, DLPIM performs 

better than PIM in term of packet delay bound. Moreover, if we compare the 

result with the result when there is no misbehaved flow Fo(0, 0) (see table 3.4， 

figure 3.12 and 3.13), we can see that the presence of the misbehaved flow in 

PIM actually increases the maximum delay of all the connections of input port 0. 

On the other hand, in the case of DLPIM, flows are well-shielded from negative 

effect created by the misbehaviour of flows in the input ports. From table 3.4, 

we see the maximum packet delay of flows under the DLPIM scheme is roughly 

the same in both situations. 

Input\ Output 0 I 1 I 2 I 3"~| Input\Output 0 | 1 | 2 | 3— 
0 N/A " W 27 25 0 — N/A 
1 27 "25 28 1 45 
2 27 27 25 2 一 48 
3 I 26 I 28 I 26 I 251 3 | 44 | 45 | 35 | 36 . 

(a) (b) 

Table 3.3: Max. Delay with bad-behaviour: (a) DLPIM, (b) PIM 

Input\ Output 0 I 1 I 2 I Input\Output 0 | 1 | 2 | T " 
0 N/A 0 一 N /A ~ W 36 50 
1 24 "23 27 " W 1 一 36 —45 40 ~ W 
2 21 27 2 ^ 3 6 43 47 

3 I 27 I 27 I 25 I 2 0 3 67 38 40 

� (b) 

Table 3.4: Max Delay without bad-behaviour: (a) DLPIM, (b) PIM 
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Figure 3.10: Delay distribution using DLPIM with mis-behaved flow _Fo(0, 0) 
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Figure 3.11: Delay distribution using PIM with mis-behaved flow Fo(0, 0) 
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Figure 3.13: Delay distribution using PIM without mis-behaved flow 
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From the above simulation results, we obtained: 

• If the traffic loading of each input is the same, DLPIM performs as good 

as PIM in term of average delay. However, under DLPIM, the maximum 

delay experienced by packets is small than that of PIM. 

• If the traffic loading is asymmetric, like there are flows that require much 

more bandwidth than other flows, DLPIM performs better than PIM in 

minimizing the maximum delay of packets. Under PIM, the average delay 

of the flows increases with the increase of bandwidth. However, using 

our algorithm, the average delay is small. Similar to the first simulation, 

maximum delay experienced by packets is smaller under DLPIM than PIM. 

• With the present of bad-behaved flows, DLPIM provides firewall protec-

tion among individual data flows. We show that our algorithm prevents 

misbehaving flows from interrupting normal service to others. 

From the simulations, we show that unlike PIM, DLPIM schedules the trans-

mission of packets according to the service tags assigned to packets. By adjusting 

the policy of service tags, we can easily change the quality of service provided to 

each flows. In our simulation, we use the bandwidth allocation of each flows to 

calculate the service tags of packets, as a result, packets belonging to different 

flows will experience different services in term of average delay. Using our algo-

rithm, the switches does not just schedule packets, but also provides different 

level of services to individual flows. This is a remarkable advantage if we want 

to guarantee Quality-of-Service (QoS) of flows in switch. 
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Another improvement of DLPIM over the original PIM is that DLPIM pro-

vides guarantee of packets transmission of flows even under the present of mis-

behaved flows. This feature will increase the stability of the switches if the 

switches need to handle large amount of datagram traffic with unpredictable 

arrival pattern. 
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Chapter 4 

DLPIM with static scheduling 

algorithm 

4.1 Introduction 

Providing Quality-of-Service in ATM networks is a hot topic in telecommuni-

cation. One way to achieve this goal is to operate the system using a static 

route assignment such as multirate circuit switching [22]. Under static routing 

scheme, a path is established for each connection such that the peak capacity is 

reserved along the path. In this way, we guarantee that the network can carry 

this connection at any time and provide QoS service to this connection. How-

ever, static routing schemes suffer from low utilization of the system because 

they do not exploit the full advantage of the statistical multiplexing gain offered 

by ATM networks. Another extreme is dynamic scheduling of packets, also call 

cell switching, such as matching proposed in [3]. Basically, dynamic routing 

schemes arrange the connection pattern every time slot according to the arrival 
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packets. In general, the system utilization of the dynamic schemes is higher 

than that of static scheme. One of the major drawback of dynamic schemes is 

that the computation cost of slot-by-slot paths assignment is too high. In each 

time slot, the switch need to collect and process the global traffic information in 

order to do path hunting on the fly. These operations severely limit the speed 

and size of the switch. Besides the computation cost, dynamic routing schemes 

fail to give the desired QoS requirements for each individual connection. 

Many effort have been put in finding a scheduling algorithm that can give 

high system utilization and guarantee individual connection QoS. The schedul-

ing algorithm should remain simple and effective. Recently, a new "path switch-

ing" [19] principle has been proposed to achieve optimal performance in scalable 

ATM switch design. Path switching is a quasi-static routing scheme which is 

a compromise of the dynamic and the static routing schemes. Path switching 

uses a predetermined periodical connection pattern to schedule the transmis-

sion of packets. In this chapter, we suggest another way to scheduling packet 

transmission so that we can guarantee the QoS requirement of connections and 

a high utilization is yielded. We will demonstrate how DLPIM can achieve this 

through the incorporation of static scheduling algorithm. 

4.2 Static scheduling algorithm 

In this section, we are going to describe the basic principle of static algorithm. 

Consider a iV x iV internally blocking switch, we specify the bandwidth require-

ment \ij between input i and output j using a bandwidth requirement matrix 

B 二 [Xij] (eq.4.1) . In the following, we assume the capacity of links to be 
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normalized to 1, which is the maximum bandwidth allowed for connections. 

Ao,0 Ao，l . . • 

B 二 Ai’。Ai，i … � ， 1 (4.1) 
• • . • 

. . • 0 

乂 AiV-1,0 Xn- 1,N-1 y 

with the stability condition: 

iV—1 
^ X̂ j < 1, for all i (4.2) 
2=0 
N-1 
X； for allj (4.3) 
i=o 

Equations 4.2 and 4.3 ensures that the total bandwidth subscription of connec-

tions does not exceed the maximum capacity of the switch. 

To realize the bandwidth requirement of the above matrix, we need to convert 

the above bandwidth requirement into the number of ATM packets transmitted. 

We divide the time axis into frames containing a fixed number of time slots (say 

F). In each frame, we can transmit at most F ATM packets. To guarantee the 

bandwidth requirement Xij of each connection, we need to calculate how many 

packets a connection can send within a frame time. It is done by multiplying 

each Xij with the frame size F, that is Cij = Xij x F. To ensure individual 

connection gets its own bandwidth requirement, we will reserve�Qjl time slots. 

The following shows the computation of connection pattern. 

C = B X F 
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Ao,0 Ao，i • . • Ao,Ar_i 

Ai,o Ai 1 • • • Xi,N-i ” 
二 X F 

• • . ‘ 
• > • . 

义 A i v - 1 ’ 0 X n - I , N - I 

f \ 
C0’0 Co,i • . . Co,Ar_i 

Cl,0 Ci,i • • • Ci,iv-i 
• • . • 
. • ‘ > 

y CAr-1,0 CN—1,N-1 

Note that matrix C 二 [cij] is known as capacity matrix. From equations 4.2 and 

4.3, we deduce the following stability conditions 4.4 and 4.5: 

N - l 

^ < F, for all i (4.4) 

N - l 

X： < F, for all j (4.5) 
j=0 

Using this capacity matrix C, we can determine a conflict-free connection pattern 

within a frame. The connections are then set up and the pattern will varies from 

time slot to time slot. The whole schedule will be repeated every F time slots. 

The problem of determining that conflict-free pattern is well-addressed and has 

been described in [3, 19, 20, 23]. In the following, we use the bipartite graph edge 

coloring approach to find the connection pattern. For an TV x TV input-buffered 

switch, the relationship between the connection pattern and the capacity matrix 

is shown in figure 4.2. 

In figure 4.2, we represent the inputs and outputs as two sets of nodes, namely 

I and O. If input i need to transmit c”. packets to output j , then we draw Cij 
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Figure 4.1: Bipartite Graph and the corresponding capacity matrix 

edges from input i to output j. Using this representation, we obtain a bipartite 

graph which shows the connections of inputs and outputs in F time slot. Since 

in one time slot, we allow only one packet to be transmitted from one input to 

one output. In order to find the actual connection pattern in a particular time 

slot, we need to separate the graph into several graphs with each represents a 

connection pattern in a single time slot. The task of determining a conflict-free 

schedule is equivalent to the edge coloring problem of bipartite graph with F 

colors, where each color represents a time slot within a frame. For a regular 

bipartite graph of degree F, it has been proven that we can use F distinct colors 

to color all the edges. The resulting edge coloring is an one-to-one corresponding 

to a conflict-free schedule of the switch. 

Figure 4.2 shows an example with N 二 2, F 二 3. The bandwidth require-

ment is given in the figure and the capacity matrix is calculated according to 
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Time slot 1 Time slot 2 Time slot 3 

Figure 4.2: An example of edge-coloring problem 

the following: 

/ 1 1 1 \ 
3 3 3 

C = I 0 i X 3 
0 2 i \ ^ 3 3 / 

( l 1 n 

= 2 0 1 

U 2 1 J 
The capacity matrix shown above will then be convert to a bipartite graph with 

degree 3. We then use the edge-coloring technique and find the colored bipartite 

graph (figure 4.2). Each colored edge in the graph represents the connection 

in a particular time slot. This colored graph is then used to set up the real 

connections in the switch within a frame. 

Although static scheduling algorithm provides QoS guarantee to connections, 

the major drawback of the algorithm is the inefficient bandwidth allocation. 

Consider the bandwidth requirement of connections given by the following ma-

trix: 
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/ 1 1 1 \ 
8 2 5 

B = 1 1 0 

1 J_ 1 
\ 3 To 2 / 

and its corresponding capacity matrix with F = 10 

f 2 5 2 ) 

C = 4 4 0 

U 1 ” 
We note that in this connection matrix, the output links are not fully reserved 

by the inputs because 
2 

y^ Aij < 1, for all i 
i=0 

2 
Xij < 1, for all j 

j=o 

During a frame time, there are some empty time slots that no packets are trans-

mitted. In static scheduling, connections requiring bandwidth will transmit their 

packets in the reserved time slots. However, we can make good use of these un-

reserved time slots to transmit extra packets. In this way, we can increase the 

utilization of the switch. 

Another noteworthy point is that frame size determines the frame granularity. 

In the above matrix, 6o,o 二 | and F 二 10. Since the number of time slot allocated 

for each connection must be integer, we allocate 2 time slots for this connection 

although I X 10 = 1.6. We reserve more time slots for the connection, despite the 

connection may not have packets to transmit. However, if we choose F = 120, 
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we obtain the new capacity matrix as: 

( 1 5 60 2 4 � 

C' 二 40 40 0 

� 4 0 12 60 J 

and avoid the excessive reservation due to round-off of the capacity matrix. 

However, the drawback of larger frame size is the increase in the degree of corre-

sponding bipartite graph. This increases the size of schedule that the scheduler 

need to keep track of and introduces more delay to packets. 

4.3 DLPIM with static scheduling algorithm 

As mentioned previously, static scheduling algorithms lacks of the flexibility to 

provide best-effort service. In each frame, connections are allowed to transmit 

packets in a predetermined periodical pattern. In general, static scheduling 

algorithm performs well when traffic belongs to constant bit rate (CBR) or 

variable bit rate (VBR) type. For data traffic belongs to unspecified bit rate 

(UBR) or available bit rate (ABR), it is difficult for static scheduling algorithm 

to perform well. 

One of the advantages of ATM networks is the high system utilization given 

by statistical multiplexing gain. In many scenarios, both best-effort and band-

width guaranteed service connections exists in the network. Many researches 

focus on finding solutions to deal with the issue of supporting those categories 

of traffic within the network. Now, we are going to introduce a method that 

makes use of both DLPIM and static scheduling algorithm to achieve our goal. 

Here are the details of our implementation: 
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During the set up time of a connection, we calculate the capacity matrix 

based on the bandwidth requirement of connections in the switch. Instead of 

reserving peak bandwidth requirement of connections, we only allocating mini-

mum bandwidth required by connections. Upon an arrival of packets, we assign 

the service tag (7^力，Oj) according to its source port z, flow k and its destination 

port j using deadline-ordered scheme. This time stamp assignment is the same 

as that in DLPIM. After that, we begin our iteration. 

Request/Connect: In this phase, each input port will send a request 

/ connect signal to an output port. If the input port has already been 

scheduled to transmit a packet to a specified output port, then the input 

port will send a connect signal indicating a connection must be set up 

between this input-output pair regardless of any request received by the 

output. On the other hand, if there is no any pre-determined connection, 

then the input port will send a request signal to every output port for which 

it has a unscheduled backlogged flow. During this phase, the input port 

should report which connections are backlogged to the destined output 

port. 

Grant: If an output receives a connect signal, then the output will grant 

the corresponding input port and ignore any requests from other input 

ports. However, if no connect is received, then the output port will select 

the request with minimum service tag O] and notifies the corresponding 

input port. If there are several packets having same value, the output port 

chooses one randomly. 

Accept: If an input port receives only one grant, it will then choose 
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the packet granted to transmit. On the other hand, if there are multiple 

grants, the input port will find the minimum service tag among all the 

granted connection and transmit the corresponding packet. 

In the above algorithm, it is clear that the Request and Grant phases of 

DLPIM are modified such that the static scheduling can be employed. The role 

of static scheduling is to reserve certain number of time slots within a frame 

to those connections requiring bandwidth guarantees. Then we use DLPIM 

mechanism to fill the granules in the frame. The modifications ensure that 

DLPIM will not affect the schedule pre-computed by static scheduling algorithm. 

4.4 An example of DLPIM with static schedul-

ing algorithm 

Now we are going to see an example of how our scheme really works. Consider 

the following connections in a 3 x 3 switch: 

Ao，o = ^ Ao，i = I Ao,2 二 0 

Ai，o == 0 Ai’i = \ Ai，2 = -

-^2,0 二 2 二 0 A2,2 = ^ 

Among all the connections, connections Ai，2，A2,o and 入2’2 are ABR services with 

minimum bandwidth of | and respectively. This means that arrival of 

the above connections may be higher than the one specified. According to the 

bandwidth requirement matrix, we calculate the capacity matrix (Eq. 4.6 with 
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F = 4) and obtain the connection patterns (figure 4.3) in each time slot. 

B = 0 U 

1 0 i 
V 2 ^ 4 / 

f I 3 o\ 

C = 0 i i X4 

1 0 i 
V 2 ^ 4 / 

� 3 0 � 

C= O i l (4.6) 

U 0 1 j 
We note that major part of the schedule is done except in the last two time slot. 

1® • • s ^ 參 • 、 

• w • w 參參 拳 
Time slot 1 Time slot 2 Time slot 3 Time slot 4 

Figure 4.3: Connection patterns under static scheduling 

From figure 4.3, input ports 1,2 and output port 0, 2 are idle. Then we carry-

out DLPIM in time slot 3 and 4 to schedule the remaining schedule. Figure 4.4 

shows the iteration of DLPIM at time slot 4 in this example. Similar operation 

is carried out in time slot 3 and results in a connection pattern in figure 4.5. 

From this example, we see how DLPIM benefits the static scheduling algo-

rithm. Compare figure 4.3 and 4.5, the "holes" between inputs and outputs in 
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Figure 4.4: DLPIM in time slot 4 

time slot 3 and 4 is filled. Under the new scheme, unoccupied time slots now 

can be used to transmit packets in a best-effort manner. On the other hand, 

static scheduling algorithm computes part of the schedule during connection set 

up time. This simplifies the remaining scheduling of packet transmission and 

reduces the size of corresponding bipartite matching of inputs and outputs. As 

a result, we can reduce the number of iterations used in DLPIM and decrease 

—— 

• W • W \ 會 《 參 
Time slot 1 Time slot 2 Time slot 3 Time slot 4 

Scheduled by Scheduled by 
static scheduling DLPIM 

Figure 4.5: Connection patterns under static scheduling with DLPIM 
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the complexity of the scheduling algorithm. This incorporation guarantees each 

connection receives its required service, and at the same time, maintains a high 

system utilization . 
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Conclusion 

In this thesis, we propose a new scheduling algorithm, called DeadLine-ordered 

Parallel Iterative Matching (DLPIM), which performs packet scheduling in input-

buffered switches. We present the detail of its working principle and illustrate 

its usages. DLPIM is based on the Parallel Iterative Matching (DLPIM) and 

employ fair queueing service order in the grant and accept phases. Instead of 

randomly grant or accept, we use a sorted priority queue mechanism to deter-

mine the service order of packets. Using our new scheme, maximum packet delay 

of flows decreases. In addition to the improvement on delay bound, DLPIM also 

provides a firewall protection of well-behaved flows against mis-behaved flows. 

These features can be seen in our simulation results. DLPIM not only solves the 

output contention of input-buffered switch, but also enables data delivery with 

a smaller delay bound, protection of flows against mis-behaved flows. These 

properties of DLPIM make the algorithm superior to PIM and are essential if 

we need to guarantee the QoS of flows. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

Another issue investigated in this thesis is how to provide bandwidth guar-

antee to flows in ATM network. A simple and easy way to achieve this is to 

employ a static scheduling algorithm, which tries to find a frame schedule using 

the corresponding bandwidth requirement of individual flows. Static scheduling 

algorithm suffers from the problem of low utilization. To address this, we in-

corporate DLPIM with static scheduling scheme. By using this new scheme, we 

can provide the required bandwidth to connections by finding a frame schedule 

during setup time and maximize the utilization by finding a best-effort bipartite 

match between inputs and outputs. We illustrate how our algorithm combines 

with a static scheduling scheme to tackle the scheduling task in input-buffered 

switch in a simple and efficient way. 
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